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The bound state generating functional is constructed in gauge theories. This con-
struction is based on the Dirac Hamiltonian approach to gauge theories, the Poincare´
group classification of fields and their nonlocal bound states, and the Markov-Yukawa
constraint of irreducibility. The generating functional contains additional anomalous
creations of pseudoscalar bound states: para-positronium in QED and mesons in
QCD in the two gamma processes of the type of γ + γ = pi0 + para-positronium.
The functional allows us to establish physically clear and transparent relations be-
tween the perturbative QCD to its nonperturbative low energy model by means of
normal ordering and the quark and gluon condensates. In the limit of small current
quark masses, the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation is derived from the Schwinger-
Dyson (SD) and Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equations. The constituent quark masses can
be calculated from a self-consistent non-linear equation.
Is dedicated to the 60-th anniversary of the birth of Professor S.I. Vinitsky
1. INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the sixties of the twentieth century Feynman found that the naive
generalization of his method of construction of QED fails in the non-Abelian theories. The
unitary S-matrix in the non-Abelian theory was obtained in the form of the FP path integral
by the brilliant application of the theory of connections in vector bundle [1]. Many physicists
are of opinion that the FP path integral is the highest level of quantum description of the
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2gauge constrained systems. Anyway, the FP integral at least allows us to prove the both
renormalizability of the unified theory of electroweak interactions and asymptotic freedom
of the non-Abelian theory. However, the generalization of the FP path integral to the bound
states in the non-Abelian theories still remains a serious and challenging problem.
The bound states in gauge theories are usually considered in the framework of representa-
tions of the homogeneous Lorentz group and the FP functional in one of the Lorentz-invariant
gauges. In particular, the “Lorentz gauge formulation” was discussed in the review [2] with
almost 400 papers before 1992 on this subject being cited. Presently, the situation is not
changed, because the gauge-invariance of the FP path integral is proved only for the scatter-
ing processes of elementary particles on their mass shells in the framework of the “Lorentz
gauge formulation” [3].
In this paper, we suggest a systematic scheme of the bound state generalization of FP-
functional and S-matrix elements. The scheme is based on irreducible representations of the
nonhomogeneous Poincare´ group in concordance with the first QED description of bound
states [4, 5]. This approach includes the following elements.
i) The concept of the in- and out- state rays [6] as the products of the Poincare´ represen-
tations of the Markov-Yukawa bound states [7–10].
ii) The split of the potential components from the radiation ones in a rest frame.
iii) Construction of the bound state functional in the presence of the radiation compo-
nents. This functional contains the triangle axial anomalies with additional time derivatives
of the radiation components.
iv) The joint Hamiltonian approach to the sum of the both standard time derivatives and
triangle anomaly derivatives.
All these elements together leads to new anomalous processes in the strong magnetic
fields. One of them is the two gamma para-positronium creation accompanied by the pion
creation of the type of γ + γ = π0+ para-positronium.
Within the bound state generalization of the FP integral, we establish physically clear
and transparent relations between the parton QCD model and the Numbu-Jona-Lasinio ones
[11–13]. Below we show that it can be done by means of the gluon and quark condensates,
introduced via the normal ordering.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 regards the Poincare´ classification of in- and out-
states. In Sec. 3, the Dirac method of gauge invariant separation of potential and radiation
3variables is considered within QED. Sec. 4 is devoted to the bound state generalization of
the Faddeev-Popov generating functional. In Sec. 5, we discuss the bound state functional in
the presence of the radiation components, which contains the triangle axial anomalies with
additional time derivatives of these radiation components. Sec. 6 is devoted to the axial
anomalies in the NJL model inspired by QCD. In Appendix A, the bound state functional in
the ladder approximation is considered. In Appendix B, the BS equations are written down
explicitly and discussed.
2. BOGOLIUBOV-LOGUNOV-TODOROV RAYS AS IN-, OUT-STATES
According to the general principles of quantum field theory (QFT), physical states of the
lowest order of perturbation theory are completely covered by local fields as particle-like
representations of the Poincare´ group of transformations of four-dimensional space-time.
The existence of each elementary particle is associated with a quantum fields ψ. These
fields are operators defined in all space-time and acting on states |P, s〉 in the Hilbert space
with positively defined scalar product. The states correspond to the wave functions Ψα(x) =
〈0|ψα(x)|P, s〉 of free particles.
Its algebra is formed by generators of the four translations Pˆµ = i∂µ and six rotations
Mˆµν = i[xµ∂ν − xν∂µ]. The unitary and irreducible representations are eigen-states of the
Casimir operators of mass and spin, given by
Pˆ2|P, s〉 = m2ψ |P, s〉, (1)
−wˆ2p|P, s〉 = s(s+ 1)|P, s〉, (2)
wˆρ =
1
2
ελµνρPˆλMˆµν . (3)
The unitary irreducible Poincare´ representations describe wave-like dynamical local exci-
tations of two transverse photons
AT(b)(t,x) =
∫
d3k
(2π)3
∑
α=1,2
1√
2ω(k)
ε(b)α
[
ei(ωkt−kx)A+
k,α + e
−i(ωkt−kx)A−
k,α
]
. (4)
Two independent polarizations ε(b)α are perpendicular to the wave vector and to each other,
and the photon dispersion is given by ωk =
√
k2.
The creation and annihilation operators of photon obey the commutation relations
[A−
k,α, A
+
k
′,β
] = δα,βδ(k− k′).
4The bound states of elementary particles (fermions) are associated with bilocal quantum
fields formed by the instantaneous potentials (see [7–9])
M(x, y) =M(z|X) (5)
=
∑
H
∫
d3P
(2π)3
√
2ωH
∫
d4qeiq·z
(2π)4
{eiP·XΓH(q⊥|P)a+H(P, q⊥) + e−iP·XΓ¯H(q⊥|P)a−H(P, q⊥)},
where P ·X = ωHX0−PX, Pµ = (ωH ,P) is the total momentum components on the mass
shell (that is, ωH =
√
M2H +P
2), and
X =
x+ y
2
, z = x− y. (6)
are the the total coordinate and the relative one, respectively. The functions Γ belongs to the
complete set of orthonormalized solutions of the BS equation [4] in a specific gauge theory,
a±H(P, q
⊥) are coefficients treated in quantum theory as the creation (+) and annihilation
operators (see Appendix B).
The irreducibility constraint, called Markov-Yukawa constraint, is imposed on the class
of instantaneous bound states
zµPˆµM(z|X) ≡ izµ d
dXµ
M(z|X) = 0. (7)
In Ref. [6] the in- and out- asymptotical states are the “rays” defined as a product of these
irreducible representations of the Poincare´ group
〈out| = 〈
∏
J
PJ , sJ
∣∣, |in〉 = ∣∣∏
J
PJ , sJ〉. (8)
This means that all particles (elementary and composite) are far enough from each other to
neglect their interactions in the in-, out- states. All their asymptotical states 〈out| and |in〉
including the bound states are considered as the irreducible representations of the Poincare´
group.
These irreducible representations form a complete set of states, and the reference frames
are distinguished by the eigenvalues of the appropriate time operator ℓˆµ =
Pˆµ
MJ
ℓˆµ|P, s〉 = PJµ
MJ
|PJ , s〉, (9)
where the Bogoliubov-Logunov-Todorov rays (9) can include bound states.
53. SYMMETRY OF S-MATRIX
The S-matrix elements are defined as the evolution operator expectation values between
in- and out- states
Min,out︸ ︷︷ ︸
P−inv,G−inv
= 〈out|︸ ︷︷ ︸
P−variant
Sˆ[ℓˆ]︸︷︷︸
P−variant,G−inv
|in〉︸︷︷︸
P−variant
, (10)
where the abbreviation “G-inv”, or “gauge-invariant”, assumes the invariance of S-matrix with
respect to the gauge transformations.
The Dirac approach to gauge-invariant S-matrix was formulated at the rest frame ℓ0µ =
(1, 0, 0, 0) [14–16]. Then the problem arises how to construct a gauge-invariant S-matrix in
an arbitrary frame of reference. It was Heisenberg and Pauli’s question to von Neumann:
“How to generalize the Dirac Hamiltonian approach to QED of 1927 [14] to any frame?”
[10, 15, 16, 27]. The von Neumann reply was to go back to the initial Lorentz-invariant
formulation and to choose the comoving frame
ℓ0µ = (1, 0, 0, 0)→ ℓcomovingµ = ℓµ, ℓµℓµ = ℓ · ℓ = 1 (11)
and to repeat the gauge-invariant Dirac scheme in this frame.
Dirac Hamiltonian approach to QED of 1927 was based on the constraint-shell action [14]
WDiracQED = WQED
∣∣∣ δWQED
δAℓ
0
=0
, (12)
where the component Aℓ0 is defined by the scalar product A
ℓ
0 = A · ℓ of vector field Aµ and
the unit time-like vector ℓµ.
The gauge was established by Dirac as the first integral of the Gauss constraint∫ t
dt
δWQED
δAℓ0
= 0, t = (x · ℓ). (13)
In this case, the S-matrix elements (10) are relativistic invariant and independent of the
frame reference provided the condition (9) is fulfilled [9, 18].
Therefore, such relativistic bound states can be successfully included in the relativistic
covariant unitary perturbation theory [18]. They satisfy the Markov-Yukawa constraint (7).
This framework yields the observed spectrum of bound states in QED [5], which corre-
sponds to the instantaneous potential interaction and paves a way for constructing a bound
state generating functional. The functional construction is based on the Poincare´ group
representations (51) with ℓ0 being the eigenvalue of the total momentum operator of instan-
taneous bound states.
64. QED
4.1. Split of potential part from radiation one
Let us formulate the statement of the bound state problem in the terms of the gauge-
invariant variables using QED. It is given by the action [16]
W [A,ψ, ψ¯] =
∫
d4x
[
−1
4
(Fµν)
2 + ψ¯(i /∇(A)−m0)ψ
]
, (14)
∇µ(A) = ∂µ − ieAµ, /∇ = ∇µ · γµ ,
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ . (15)
Dirac defined these gauge-invariant variables by the transformations∑
a=1,2
eakA
D
a = A
D
k [A] = v[A]
(
Ak + i
1
e
∂k
)
(v[A])−1, (16)
ψD[A,ψ] = v[A]ψ , (17)
where the gauge factor is given by
v[A] = exp
{
ie
∫ t
dt′a0(t
′)
}
(18)
a0[A] =
1
∆
∂i∂0Ai(t, x) . (19)
Here the inverse Laplace operator acts on arbitrary function f(t,x) as
1
∆
f(t,x)
def
= − 1
4π
∫
d3y
f(t,y)
| x− y| (20)
with the kernel being the Coulomb potential.
Using the gauge transformations
aΛ0 = a0 + ∂0Λ ⇒ v[AΛ] = exp[ieΛ(t0,x)]v[A] exp[−ieΛ(t,x)] , (21)
we can find that initial data of the gauge-invariant Dirac variables (16) are degenerated with
respect to the stationary gauge transformations
ADi [A
Λ] = ADi [A] + ∂iΛ(t0,x), ψ
D[AΛ, ψΛ] = exp[ieΛ(t0,x)]ψ
D[A,ψ] . (22)
The Dirac variables (16) as the functionals of the initial fields satisfy the Gauss law constraint
∂0
(
∂iA
D
i (t,x)
) ≡ 0 . (23)
7Thus, explicit resolving the Gauss law allows us to remove two degrees of freedom and to
reduce the gauge group into the subgroup of the stationary gauge transformations (22).
We can fix a stationary phase Λ(t0,x) = Φ0(x) by an additional constraint in the form of
the time integral of the Gauss law constraint (23) with zero initial data
∂iA
D
i = 0→ ∆Φ0(x) = 0. (24)
Dirac constructed the unconstrained system, equivalent to the initial theory (14)
W ∗ = W |δW/δA0=0[ADa = A∗a, ψD = ψ∗] (25)
=
∫
d4x
[
(A˙∗i )
2 − B2i
2
+
1
2
j∗0
1
∆
j∗0 − j∗i A∗i + ψ¯∗(i∂ˆ −m)ψ∗
]
,
where
A˙∗i =
∑
a=1,2
∂0A
∗
ae
a
i , (26)
Bi = εijk∂jA
∗
k (27)
are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively.
In three-dimensional QED, there is a subtle difference between the model (25) and the
initial gauge theory (14). This is the origin of the current conservation law. In the initial
constrained system (14), the current conservation law ∂0j0 = ∂iji follows from the equa-
tions for the gauge fields, whereas a similar law ∂0j
∗
0 = ∂ij
∗
i in the equivalent unconstrained
system (25) follows only from the classical equations for the fermion fields. This difference
becomes essential in quantum theory. In the second case, we cannot use the current conser-
vation law if the quantum fermions are off mass-shell, in particular, in a bound state. What
do we observe in an atom? The bare fermions, or dressed ones (16)? Dirac supposed [14]
that we can observe only gauge invariant quantities of the type of the dressed fields.
4.2. Bilocal fields in the Ladder Approximation
The constraint-shell QED allows us to construct the relativistic covariant perturbation
theory with respect to radiation corrections [19]. Recall that our solution of the problem
of relativistic invariance of the nonlocal objects is the choice of the time axis as a vector
operator with eigenvalues proportional to the total momenta of bound states [20, 21]. In this
8case, the relativistic covariant unitary S-matrix can be defined as the Feynman path integral
Z∗ηˆ [s, s¯
∗, J∗] = 〈∗|
∫
Dψ∗Dψ¯∗eiW
∗
ηˆ [ψ
∗,ψ¯∗]+iS∗|∗〉 , (28)
where
Wηˆ[ψ, ψ¯] =
∫
d4x[ψ¯(x)(i/∂ − ie/A∗ −m0)ψ(x) +
+
1
2
∫
d4y(ψ(y)ψ¯(x))K(ℓ)(z⊥ | X)(ψ(x)ψ¯(y))], (29)
and the symbol
〈∗| . . . |∗〉 =
∫ ∏
j
DA∗je
iW ∗0 [A
∗] . . . (30)
stands for the averaging over transverse photons. Here by definition /∂ = ∂µγµ, and K(ℓ) is
the kernel
K(ℓ)(z⊥ | X) = /ℓV (z⊥)δ(z · ℓ)/ℓ, (31)
/ℓ = ℓµγµ = γ · ℓ, z⊥µ = zµ − ℓµ(z · ℓ),
where z and X are the relative and total coordinates (6). The potential V (z⊥) depends only
on the transverse component of the relative coordinate with respect to the time axis ℓ. The
requirement for the choice of the time axis (9) in bilocal dynamics is equivalent to Markov
- Yukawa condition (7).
Apparently, the most straightforward way for constructing a theory of bound states is the
redefinition of action (29) in terms of the bilocal fields by means of the Legendre transfor-
mation [22]
1
2
∫
d4xd4y(ψ(y)ψ¯(x))K(x, y)(ψ(x)ψ¯(y)) =
= −1
2
∫
d4xd4yM(x, y)K−1(x, y)M(x, y) + (32)
+
∫
d4xd4y(ψ(x)ψ¯(y)),M(x, y)
where K−1 is the inverse kernel K given by Eq. (31). Following Ref. [23], we introduce the
short-hand notation∫
d4xd4yψ(y)ψ¯(x)(i/∂ − ie/A∗ −m0)δ(4)(x− y) = (ψψ¯,−G−1A ) , (33)∫
d4xd4y(ψ(x)ψ¯(y))M(x, y) = (ψψ¯,M). (34)
9After quantization over Nc fermion fields (here Nc is the number of colors equal to 3), the
functional (28) takes the form
Z∗ηˆ [s, s¯
∗, J∗] = 〈∗|
∫ ∏
DMeiWeff [M]+iSeff [M]|∗〉, (35)
where
Weff [M] = tr
[
log(−G−1A +M)
]− 1
2
(M,K−1M) (36)
is the effective action, and
Seff [M] = (s∗s¯∗, (G−1A −M)−1) (37)
is the source term. The effective action can be decomposed as
Weff [M] = −1
2
(M,K−1M) + i
∞∑
n=1
1
n
Φn. (38)
Here Φ ≡ GAM,Φ2,Φ3, etc. mean the following expressions
Φ(x, y) ≡ GAM =
∫
d4zGA(x, z)M(z, y),
Φ2 =
∫
d4xd4yΦ(x, y)Φ(y, x), (39)
Φ3 =
∫
d4xd4yd4zΦ(x, y)Φ(y, z)Φ(z, x), etc.
As a result of such quantization, only the contributions with inner fermionic lines (but not
the scattering and dissociation channel contributions) are included in the effective action,
since we are interested only in the bound states constructed as unitary representations of
the Poincare´ group.
4.3. The anomalous creation of Para-Positronium in QED
The effective bound state functional in the presence of radiation fields contains a triangle
anomaly decay of positronium ηP with an additional time derivative of these fields
Weff = W (A
∗) +W (ηP )
W (A∗) =
∫
d4x[CPηP A˙iBi +
A˙2i +B
2
i
2
]
Wη =
∫
d4x
{
1
2
[
η˙2P−M2LηP 2− (∂iηP)2
]}
,
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where Bi are the magnetic field component (27), and the parameter of the effective action
is given by
CP =
2α
me
(
ψ
Sch
(0)
m
3/2
e
)
=
√
πα5/2
me
=
α
√
2
FP
√
π
, (40)
where α = 1/137 is the QED coupling constant, and
FP =
ψ
Sch
(0)
m
3/2
e
me√
2π
=
me
√
2
α3/2π
(41)
is the positronium analogy of the pion weak-coupling constant Fπ discussed in the next
Section.
The product CP A˙iBi is obtained from the triangle diagram shown in Fig. 1.
P
q + P2
q − P
2
k1
k2
k2−k1
2
+ q
Figure 1. The standard triangle diagram, used for calculating CP , the parameter of the effective action.
The Hamiltonian of this system is the sum of the Hamiltonians of the free electro-magnetic
fields and the positronium ones ηP (x) and the interaction
Weff =
∫
dtd3x
{
EiA˙i + Pηη˙P −H
}
,
H = Hη +HA +Hint,
Hη = 1
2
(
η˙2P −M2PηP 2 − (∂iηP )2
)
,
Hint = C2PηPEiBi +
C2Pη
2
P
2
B2i . (42)
The anomalous processes of creation of the positronium pairs in the external magnetic field
at the photon energy value Eγ ≃ me (see Fig. 2) are described by the differential cross section
dσ
dΩ
=
α4E2γ
π128F 4P
√
1−
(
2me
Eγ
)2
=
πα10E2γ
512m4e
√
1−
(
2me
Eγ
)2
. (43)
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k1
k2
p1
p2
Figure 2. The new diagram for the anomalous processes of creation of the positronium pairs in the
external magnetic field that follows from the Hamiltonian anomaly, given by Hint in Eqs. (42).
4.4. The Schwinger QED1+1
The Schwinger two dimensional QED1+1 was considered in the framework of the Dirac
approach to gauge theories distinguished by the constraint-shell action [24].
This constraint-shell action has an additional time derivative term of the gauge field that
goes from the fermion propagator in the axial anomaly. This anomalous time derivative term
changes the initial Hamiltonian structure of the gauge field action
WScwinger =
∫
dtdx
{
1
2
η˙2S + CSηSA˙+
A˙2
2
}
(44)
=
∫
dtdx
[
PS η˙S + EA˙− E
2
2
+ CSηSE − C2S
η2S
2
]
, (45)
CS =
e
2π
. (46)
Finally, an additional Abelian anomaly given by the last term in Eq. (45) enables us to
determine the mass of the pseudoscalar bound state [24]. In QED(1+1), it is the well-known
mass of the Schwinger bound state
△M2 = e
2
π
.
The Schwinger model justifies including of the similar additional terms in the 4-dimensional
QED.
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5. NON-ABELIAN DIRAC HAMILTONIAN DYNAMICS IN AN ARBITRARY
FRAME OF REFERENCE
In order to demonstrate the Lorentz-invariant version of the Dirac method [14] given by
Eq.(12) in a non-Abelian theory, we consider the simplest example of the Lorentz-invariant
formulation of the naive path integral without any ghost fields and FP-determinant
Z[J, η, η] =
∫ [∏
µ,a
dAaµ
]
dψdψeiW [A,ψ,ψ]+iS[J,η,η]. (47)
We use standard the QCD action W [A,ψ, ψ] and the source terms
W =
∫
d4x
[
−1
4
F aµνF
aµν − ψ(iγµ(∂µ + Aˆµ)−m)ψ
]
, (48)
F a0k = ∂0A
a
k − ∂0Aak∂ + gfabcAb0Ack ≡ A˙ak −∇abk Ab0, (49)
S =
∫
d4x
[
AµJ
µ + ηψ + ψη
]
, Aˆµ = ig
λaAaµ
2
. (50)
There are a lot of drawbacks of this path integral from the point of view of the Faddeev-
Popov functional [1]. They are the following:
1. The time component A0 has indefinite metric.
2. The integral (47) contained the infinite gauge factor.
3. The bound state spectrum contains tachyons.
4. The analytical properties of field propagators are gauge dependent.
5. Operator foundation is absent [25].
6. Low-energy region does not separate from the high-energy one.
All these defects can be removed by the integration over the indefinite metric time com-
ponent Aµℓ
µ ≡ A · ℓ, where ℓµ is an arbitrary unit time-like vector: ℓ2 = 1. If ℓ0 = (1, 0, 0, 0)
13
then Aµℓ
µ = A0. In this case
Z[ℓ0] =
∫ [∏
x,j,a
dAa∗j (x)
]
eiW
∗
YMδ (La)
[
det (∇j(A∗))2
]−1/2
Zψ, (51)
La =
t∫
dt∇abi (A∗)A˙∗bi = 0, (52)
W ∗YM =
∫
d4x
(A˙aj
∗
)2 − (Baj )2
2
, (53)
Zψ =
∫
dψdψe−
i
2(ψψ,Kψψ)−(ψψ,G
−1
A∗)+iS[J
∗,η∗] (54)
(
ψψ,G−1A∗
)
=
∫
d4xψ
[
iγ0∂0−γj(∂j + Aˆ∗j)−m
]
ψ, (55)
(
ψψ,Kψψ) = ∫ d4xd4yja0 (x)
[
1
(∇j(A∗))2 δ
4(x− y)
]ab
jb0(y). (56)
The infinite factor is removed by the gauge fixing (52) treated as an antiderivative function
of the Gauss constraint. A∗ai denotes fields A
a
i under gauge fixing condition (52). It becomes
homogeneous ∇abi (A∗)A˙∗bi = 0 because A∗0 is determined by the interactions of currents (56).
It is just the non-Abelian generalization [10, 26–28] of the Dirac approach to QED [14]. In
the case of QCD there is a possibility to include the nonzero condensate of transverse gluons
〈A∗aj A∗bi 〉 = 2Cgluonδijδab.
The Lorentz-invariant bound state matrix elements can be obtained, if we choose the
time-axis ℓ of Dirac Hamiltonian dynamics as the operator acting in the complete set of
bound states (9) and given by Eqs.(6) and (7). This means the von Neumann substitution
(11) given in [15]
Z[ℓ0 ]→ Z[ ℓ ]→ Z[ ℓˆ ] (57)
instead of the Lorentz-gauge formulation [1].
6. AXIAL ANOMALIES IN THE NJL MODEL INSPIRED BY QCD
6.1. Formulation of the NJL model inspired by QCD
Instantaneous QCD interactions are described by the non-Abelian generalization of the
Dirac gauge in QED
Sinst =
∫
d4xq¯(x) (i/∂ − mˆ0)q(x)− 1
2
∫
d4xd4yja0(x)
[
1
(∇j(A∗))2 δ
4(x− y)
]ab
jb0(y) (58)
14
where ja0 (x) = q¯(x)
λa
2
γ0q(x) is the 4-th component of the quark current, with the Gell-Mann
color matrices λa (see the notations in Appendix A). The symbol mˆ0 = diag(m0u, m
0
d, m
0
s)
denotes the bare quark mass matrix.
The normal ordering of the transverse gluons in the nonlinear action (56) ∇dbAb0∇dcAc0
leads to the condensate of gluons
g2f ba1df da2c〈Aa1∗i Aa2∗j 〉 = 2g2[N2c − 1]δbcδijCgluon = M2g δbcδij , (59)
where
〈A∗aj A∗bi 〉 = 2Cgluonδijδab. (60)
This condensate yields the squired effective gluon mass in the squared covariant derivative
∇dbAb0∇dcAc0 =: ∇dbAb0∇dcAc0 : +M2gAd0Ad0 of constraint-shell action (56) given in Appendix
A. The constant
Cgluon =
∫
d3k
(2π)32
√
k2
is finite after substraction of the infinite volume contribution, and its value is determined
by the hadron size like the Casimir vacuum energy [29]. Finally, in the lowest order of
perturbation theory, this gluon condensation yields the effective Yukawa potential in the
colorless meson sector
V (k) =
4
3
g2
1
k2 +M2g
(61)
and the NJL type model with the effective gluon massM2g . While deriving the last equation,
we use the relation 
a=N2c−1∑
a=1
λa1,1′
2
λa2,2′
2


colorless
=
4
3
δ1,2′δ2,1′
in the colorless meson sector.
Below we consider the potential model (58) in the form
Sinst =
∫
d4xq¯(x) (i/∂ − mˆ0)q(x)− 1
2
∫
d4xd4yjaℓ (x)V (x
⊥ − y⊥)δ((x− y) · ℓ)jaℓ (y) (62)
with the choice of the time axis as the eigenvalues of the bound state total momentum, in
the framework of the ladder approximation given in Appendix A.
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6.2. Schwinger-Dyson equation: the fermion spectrum
The equation of stationarity (A6) can be rewritten from the SD equation
Σ(x− y) = m0δ(4)(x− y) + iK(x, y)GΣ(x− y) . (63)
It describes the spectrum of Dirac particles in bound states. In the momentum space with
Σ(k) =
∫
d4xΣ(x)eik·x for the Coulomb type kernel, we obtain the following equation for the
mass operator ( Σ )
Σ(k) = m0 +
i
2
∫
d4q
(2π)4
V (k⊥ − q⊥)/ℓGΣ(q)/ℓ, (64)
where GΣ(q) = (/q − Σ(q))−1, V (k⊥) is the Fourier representation of the potential, k⊥µ =
kµ − ℓµ(k · ℓ) is the relative transverse momentum. The quantity Σ depends only on the
transverse momentum Σ(k) = Σ(k⊥), because of the instantaneous form of the potential
V (k⊥). We can put
Σa(q) = Ea(q) cos 2υa(q) ≡ Ma(q). (65)
Here Ma(q) is the constituent quark mass and
cos 2υa(q) =
Ma(q)√
M2a (q) + q
2
(66)
determines the Foldy - Wouthuysen type matrix
Sa(q) = exp[(qγ/q)υa(q)] = cos υa(q) + (qγ/q) sin υa(q) (67)
with the vector of Dirac matrices γ = (γ1, γ2, γ3) and some angle υa(q). The fermion spec-
trum can be obtained by solving the SD equation (64). It can integrated over the longitudinal
momentum q0 = (q · ℓ) in the reference frame ℓ0 = (1, 0, 0, 0), where q⊥ = (0,q). By using
Eq. (67), the quark Green function can be presented in the form
GΣa = [q0/ℓ− Ea(q⊥)S−2a (q⊥)]−1 =
=
[
Λ
(ℓ)
(+)a(q
⊥)
q0 −Ea(q⊥) + iǫ +
Λ
(ℓ)
(−)a(q
⊥)
q0 + Ea(q⊥) + iǫ
]
/ℓ, (68)
where
Λ
(ℓ)
(±)a(q
⊥) = Sa(q
⊥)Λ
(ℓ)
(±)(0)S
−1
a (q
⊥), Λ
(ℓ)
(±)(0) = (1± /ℓ)/2 (69)
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are the operators separating the states with positive (+Ea) and negative (−Ea) energies. As
a result, we obtain the following equations for the one-particles energy E and the angle υ
with the potential given by Eq. (61)
Ea(k
⊥) cos 2υa(k
⊥) = m0a +
1
2
∫
d3q⊥
(2π)3
V (k⊥ − q⊥) cos 2υa(q⊥). (70)
In the rest frame ℓ0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) this equation takes the form
Ma(k) = m
0
a +
1
2
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (k − q) cos 2υa(q). (71)
By using the integral over the solid angle
∫ π
0
dϑ sinϑ
2π
M2g + (k− q)2
=
+1∫
−1
dξ
2π
M2g + k
2 + q2 − 2kqξ =
π
kq
ln
M2g + (k + q)
2
M2g + (k − q)2
and the definition of the QCD coupling constant αs = 4πg
2, it can be rewritten as
Ma(k) = m
0
a +
αs
3πk
∞∫
0
dq
qMa(q)√
M2a (q) + q
2
ln
M2g + (k + q)
2
M2g + (k − q)2
. (72)
The suggested scheme allows us to consider the SD equation (71) in the limit when the
bare current mass m0a equals to zero. Then the ultraviolet divergence is absent, and, hence,
the renormalization procedure can be successfully avoided.
This kind of nonlinear integral equations was considered in the paper [30] numerically.
The solutions show us that in the region q ≪ Mg the function cos 2υa is almost constant
cos 2υa ≃ 1, whereas in the region q ≫ Mg the function cos 2υa(q) decays in accordance with
the power law (Mg/q)
1+β. The parameter β is a solution of the equation
αs
cot(βπ/2)
1− β =
3
2
, (73)
lying in the range 0 < β < 2. This equation has two roots for 0 < αs < 3/π, the first,
belonging to the interval 0 < β1 < 1, and the second, related to the first one by β2 = 2− β1.
At αs = 3/π, the two solutions merges into β = 1, and there is no root for larger values of
the coupling constant. Equation (73) can be obtained by means of linearization of Eq. (71)
within the range q ≫Mg, because in this rangeMa(q)≪ q. Thus, the solution for cos 2υa(q)
is a reminiscent of the step function. This result justifies the estimation of the quark and
meson spectra in the separable approximation [21] in agreement with the experimental data.
Currently, numerical solutions of the nonlinear equation (72) are under way, and the details
of computations will be published elsewhere.
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6.3. Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking
As discussed in the previous section, the SD equation (71) can be rewritten in the form
(72). Once we know the solution of Eq. (72) for Ma(q), we can determine the Foldy-
Wouthuysen angles υa, (a = u, d) for u-,d- quarks with the help of relation (66). Then
the BS equations in the form (B10)
MπL
π
2 (p) = [Eu(p) + Ed(p)]L
π
1 (p)−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p−q)Lπ1 (q)[c−(p)c−(q)+ξs−(p)s−(q)], (74)
MπL
π
1 (p) = [Eu(p) + Ed(p)]L
π
2 (p)−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p−q)Lπ2 (q)[c+(p)c+(q)+ξs+(p)s+(q)] (75)
yield the pion mass Mπ and wave functions L
π
1 (p) and L
π
2 (p). Here mu, md are the current
quark masses, Ea =
√
p2 +M2a (p), (a = u, d) are the u-,d- quark energies, ξ = (p q)/pq, and
we use the notations
E(p) = Ea(p) + Eb(p) , (76)
c
±(p) = cos[υa(p)± υb(p)] , (77)
s
±(p) = sin[υa(p)± υb(p)] . (78)
The model is simplified in some limiting cases. Once the quark masses mu and md are
small and approximately equal, then Eqs. (71) and (74) take the form
ma = Ma(p)− 1
2
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p− q) cos 2υu(q), (79)
MπL
π
2 (p)
2
= Eu(p)L
π
1 (p)−
1
2
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p−q)Lπ1 (q). (80)
Solutions of equations of this type are considered in the numerous papers [31–35] (see also
review [30]) for different potentials. One of the main results of these papers was the pure
quantum effect of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. In this case, the instantaneous
interaction leads to rearrangement of the perturbation series and strongly changes the spec-
trum of elementary excitations and bound states in contrast to the naive perturbation theory.
In the limit of massless quarks mu = 0 the left-hand side of Eq. (79) is equal to zero. The
nonzero solution of Eq. (79) implies that there exists a mode with zero pion mass Mπ = 0 in
accordance with the Goldstone theorem. This means that the BS equation (80), being the
equation for the wave function of the Goldstone pion, coincides with the the SD equation
(79) in the case of mu = Mπ = 0. Comparing the equations yields
Lπ1 (p) =
Mu(p)
FπEu(p)
=
cos 2υu(p)
Fπ
, (81)
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where the constant of the proportionality Fπ in Eq. (81) is called the weak decay constant.
In the more general case of massive quark mu 6= Mπ 6= 0, this constant is determined from
the normalization condition (B17)
1 =
4Nc
Mπ
∫
d3q
(2π)3
L2L1 =
4Nc
Mπ
∫
d3q
(2π)3
L2
cos 2υu(q)
Fπ
(82)
with Nc = 3. In this case the wave function L
π
1 (p) is proportional to the Fourier component
of the quark condensate
Cquark =
n=Nc∑
n=1
〈qn(t,x)qn(t,y)〉 = 4Nc
∫
d3p
(2π)3
Mu(p)√
p2 +M2u(p)
. (83)
Using Eqs. (66) and (81), one can rewrite the definition of the quark condensate (83) in the
form
Cquark = 4Nc
∫
d3q
(2π)3
cos 2υu(q). (84)
Let us assume that the representation for the wave function L1 (81) is still valid for non-
zero but small quark masses. Then the subtraction of the BS equation (80) from the SD one
(79) multiplied by the factor 1/Fπ determines the second meson wave function L2
Mπ
2
Lπ2 (p) =
mu
Fπ
. (85)
The wave function Lπ2 (p) is independent of the momentum in this aproximation. Substituting
the equation L2 = const = 2mu/(MπFπ) into the normalization condition (82), and using
Eqs. (81) and (84), we arrive at the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation [36]
M2πF
2
π = 2muCquark . (86)
Our solutions including the GMOR relation (86) differ from the accepted ones [30–35], where
cos 2υa(q) is relaced by the sum of two Goldstone bosons, the pseudoscalar and the scalar
one [cos 2υa(q) + (q/q) sin 2υa(q)]. This replacement can hardly been justified, because it is
in contradiction with the Bethe-Salpeter equation (B16) for scalar bound state with nonzero
mass.
The coupled equations (71), (74), and (75) contain the Goldstone mode that accompa-
nies spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry. Thus, in the framework of instantaneous
interaction we prove the Goldstone theorem in the bilocal variant, and the GMOR relation
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directly results from the existence of the gluon and quark condensates. Strictly speaking,
the postulate that the finiteness of the gluon and quark condensates are finite implies that
QCD is the theory without ultraviolet divergence. They can be removed by the Casimir type
substraction [29] with the finite renormalization [37].
6.4. New Hamiltonian interaction inspired by the anomalous triangle diagram with a
pseudoscalar bound state
It was shown [22, 23] that the Habbard-Stratanovich linearization of the four fermion
interaction leads to an effective action for bound states in any gauge theory. We include
here an effective action describing the direct pion-positronium creation
Weff =
∫
d4x
{
α
π
(
π0
Fπ
+
ηP
FP
)
A˙iBi +
A˙2i +B
2
i
2
}
, (87)
where α = 1/137 is the QED coupling constant, and FP , contained in Eq. (40), plays a
role of the pion weak coupling parameter Fπ = 92 GeV. The first term
α
π
(
π
Fπ
+
ηP
FP
)
A˙iBi
comes from the triangle diagram (i.e., the anomalous term). This term describes the two γ
decay of pseudoscalar bound states Pbs.
For each bound state one can obtain the corresponding two-photon anomalous creation
cross section from Eq. (43). In the case of the process γ + γ = Pbs + Pbs we repeat Eq. (43)
dσ
dΩ
=
α4E2γ
π128F 4Pbs
√
1−
(
2me
Eγ
)2
, (88)
where Pbs is the Fπ analogy. In the case of the process γ + γ = Pπ + Ppos we obtain
dσ
dΩ
=
α4E2γ
π32F 2PπF
2
Ppos
√
1−
(
2me
Eγ
)2
. (89)
The Hamiltonian of this system is the sum of the energy of the free EM fields, the
pseudoscalar Hamiltonians and their interactions
Weff =
∫
dtd3x
{
EiA˙i − E
2
i +B
2
i
2
−Hint
}
, (90)
Hint = α
π
(
π0
Fπ
+
ηP
πFP
)
EiBi +
α2
2π2
(
π
Fπ
+
ηP
FP
)2
B2i . (91)
This action contains the additional terms in comparison with the standard QED. They leads
to the additional mass of the pseudoscalar bosons [38] and the anomalous processes of the
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creation of the bound state pairs in the external magnetic field. The last term of the effective
action (91) yields cross-sections of creation of both the two positronium atoms and the pion
and the positronium together.
The creation of two positronium atoms is α3 times less than the creation of the pion
and the positronium together. In this case, one can speak about the pion catalysis of the
positronium creation.
7. SUMMARY
In this paper we obtain the bound state functional by Poincare´-invariant generalization
of the FP path integral based on the Markov-Yukawa constraint for description of both the
spectrum equations and the S-matrix elements. The axiomatic approach to gauge theories
presented here allows us to construct the bound state functional in both QED and QCD on
equal footing of the Poincare´ group representations.
It is shown that the Poincare´ S-matrix, as compared with the Lorentz one, contains
1. Creation of bound states inspired by the anomalous (triangle) diagram within the
Hamiltonian approach.
2. This additional anomalous contribution includes the processes like γ + γ → Ps+ Ps,
γ + γ → π0 + Ps, γ + γ → π0 + π0 (where Ps – a pseudoscalar para-positronium).
This raises the problem of physical consequences of these additional processes.
The bound state generating functional (51), where the time-axis is chosen as eigenvalue of
the total momentum operator of instantaneous bound states (57), has a variety of properties.
It describes spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry, the bilocal variant of the Goldstone
theorem, and the direct derivation of the GMOR relation directly from the fact of existence
of the finite gluon and quark condensates introduced by the normal ordering of the QCD
action. The postulate of the finiteness of the gluon and quark condensates implies that both
the QED and QCD can be considered on equal footing as the theory without ultraviolet
divergences. They can be removed by the Casimir type substraction [29] with the finite
renormalization [37].
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APPENDIX A: LADDER APPROXIMATION
The generating functional (54) can be presented by means of the relativistic generalization
of the Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) transformation [22]
exp[−ax2/2] = [2πa]−1/2
∫ +∞
−∞
dy exp[−ixy − y2/(2a)]. (A1)
The basic idea of the HS transformation is to reformulate a system of particles interact-
ing through two-body potentials into a system of independent particles interacting with a
fluctuating field. It is used to convert a particle theory into its respective field theory by
linearizing the density operator in the many-body interaction term of the Hamiltonian and
introducing a scalar auxiliary field [22]
Zψ =
∫
dψdψe−
i
2(ψψ,Kψψ)−(ψψ,G
−1
A∗)+iS[J
∗,η∗] (A2)
=
∫ [ ∏
x,y,a,b
dMab(x, y)
]
exp{iWeff [M, A∗] + i(ηη,GM)}. (A3)
The effective action in Eq. (A3) can be decomposed in the form
Weff [M, A∗] = −1
2
Nc(M,K−1M) + iNc
∞∑
n=1
1
n
Φn. (A4)
Here Φ ≡ GA∗M,Φ2,Φ3 etc. mean the following expressions
Φ(x, y) ≡ GA∗M =
∫
d4zGA∗(x, z)M(z, y),
Φ2 =
∫
d4xd4yΦ(x, y)Φ(y, x), (A5)
Φ3 =
∫
d4xd4yd4zΦ(x, y)Φ(y, z)Φ(z, x) , etc
The first step to the semi-classical quantization of this construction [39] is the determi-
nation of its minimum of the effective action
N−1c
δWeff(M)
δM ≡ −K
−1M+ i
G−1A∗ −M
= 0. (A6)
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We denote the corresponding classical solution for the bilocal field by Σ(x− y). It depends
only on the difference x− y at A∗ = 0 because of translation invariance of vacuum solutions.
The next step is the expansion of the effective action around the point of minimum
M = Σ+M′,
Weff(Σ +M′) = W (2)eff +Wint;
W
(2)
eff(M′) = WQ(Σ) +Nc[−
1
2
M′K−1M′ + i
2
(GΣM′)2];
Wint =
∞∑
n=3
W (n) = iNc
∞∑
n=3
1
n
(GΣM′)n, (GΣ = (G−1A∗ − Σ)−1), (A7)
and the representation of the small fluctuations M′ as a sum (5)
M(x, y) = M(z|X) (A8)
=
∑
H
∫
d3P
(2π)3
√
2ωH
∫
d4qeiq·z
(2π)4
{eiP·XΓH(q⊥|P)a+H(P) + e−iP·XΓ¯H(q⊥|P)a−H(P)},
over the complete set of orthonormalized solutions Γ, of the classical equation
δ2Weff (Σ +M′)
δM2 · Γ = 0 (A9)
with a set of quantum numbers (H) including masses MH =
√P2µ and energies ωH =√
P
2 +M2H . The bound state creation and annihilation operators obey the commutation
relations [
a−H′(P
′), a+H(P)
]
= δH′Hδ
3(P ′ −P) . (A10)
The corresponding Green function takes the form
G(q⊥, p⊥|P) =
∑
H
{
ΓH(q
⊥|P)Γ¯H(p⊥| − P)
(P0 − ωH − iε)2ωH −
Γ¯H(p
⊥|P))ΓH(p⊥| − P)
(P0 − ωH − iε)2ωH
}
. (A11)
To normalize vertex functions, we can use the ”free” part of the effective action (A7) for
the quantum bilocal meson M′ with the commutation relations (A10). The substitution of
the off - shell
√
P2 6= MH decomposition (5) into the "free" part of effective action defines
the reverse Green function of the bilocal field G(P0)
W
(0)
eff [M] = 2πδ(P0 −P ′0)
∑
H
∫
d3P√
2ωH
a+H(P) a
−
H(P)G−1H (P0) (A12)
where G−1H (P0) is the reverse Green function which can be represented as a difference of two
terms
P−1H (P0) = I(
√
P2)− I(MabH (ω)) (A13)
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where MabH (ω) is the eigenvalue of the equation for small fluctuations (A9) and
I(
√
P2) = iNc
∫
d4q
(2π)4
×
tr
[
GΣb(q −
P
2
)Γ¯Hab(q
⊥| − P)GΣa(q +
P
2
)ΓHab(q
⊥|P)
]
where
GΣ(q) =
1
6 q − Σ(q⊥) , Σ(q) =
∫
d4xΣ(x)eiqx (A14)
is the fermion Green function. The normalization condition is defined by the formula
2ω =
∂G−1(P0)
∂P0 |P0=ω(P1) =
dM(P0)
dP0
dI(M)
dM
|P0=ω . (A15)
Finally, we get that solutions of equation (A9) satisfy the normalization condition [40]
iNc
d
dP0
∫
d4q
(2π)4
tr
[
GΣ(q −
P
2
)Γ¯H(q
⊥| − P)GΣ(q +
P
2
)ΓH(q
⊥|P)
]
= 2ωH . (A16)
The achievement of the relativistic covariant constraint-shell quantization of gauge theo-
ries is the description of both the spectrum of bound states and their S-matrix elements.
It is convenient to write the relativistic-invariant matrix elements for the action (A7) in
terms of the field operator
Φ′(x, y) =
∫
d4x1GΣ(x− x1)M′(x1, y) = Φ′(z|X)
Using the decomposition over the bound state quantum numbers (H)
Φ′(z|X) =
∑
H
∫
d3P
(2π)3/2
√
2ωH
∫
d4q
(2π)4
× (A17)
{eiP·XΦH(q⊥|P)a+H(P) + e−iP·XΦ¯H(q⊥| − P)a−H(P)} ,
where
ΦH(ab)(q
⊥|P) = GΣa(q + P/2)ΓH(ab)(q⊥|P) , (A18)
we can write the matrix elements for the interaction W (n) (A7) between the vacuum and the
n-bound state [20]
〈H1P1, ..., HnPn|iW (n)|0〉 =
= −i(2π)4δ4
(
n∑
i=1
Pi
)
n∏
j=1
[
1
(2π)32ωj
]1/2
M (n)(P1, ...,Pn), (A19)
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M (n) =
∫
id4q
(2π)4n
∑
{ik}
Φa1,a2Hi1
(q|Pi1)×
Φa2,a3Hi2
(q − Pi1 + Pi2
2
|Pi2)Φa3,a4Hi3
(
q − 2Pi2 + Pi1 + Pi3
2
|Pi3
)
×
...Φan,a1Hin
(
q − 2(Pi2 + ... + Pin−1) + Pi1 + Pin
2
|Pin
)
, (A20)
where ({ik} denotes permutations over ik).
Expressions (A11), (A17), (A19), and (A20) represent Feynman rules for the construction
of a quantum field theory with the action (A7) in terms of bilocal fields.
APPENDIX B: BETHE - SALPETER EQUATION
Equations for the spectrum of the bound states (A9) can be rewritten in the form of the
Bethe-Salpeter (BS) one [5]
Γ = iK(x, y)
∫
d4z1d
4z2GΣ(x− z1)Γ(z1, z2)GΣ(z2 − y) . (B1)
In the momentum space with
Γ(q|P) =
∫
d4xd4yei
x+y
2
Pei(x−y)qΓ(x, y)
we obtain the following equation of the vertex function ( Γ )
Γ(k,P) = i
∫
d4q
(2π)4
V (k⊥ − q⊥)/ℓ
[
GΣ(q +
P
2
)Γ(q|P)GΣ(q −
P
2
)
]
/ℓ (B2)
where V (k⊥) means the Fourier transform of the potential, k⊥µ = kµ− ℓµ(k · ℓ) is the relative
momentum transversal with respect to ℓµ, and Pµ is the total momentum.
The quantity Γ depends only on the transversal momentum
Γ(k|P) = Γ(k⊥|P),
because of the instantaneous form of the potential V (k⊥) in any frame.
We consider the Bethe - Salpeter equation (B1) after integration over the longitudinal
momentum q0. The vertex function takes the form
Γab(k
⊥|P) =
∫
d3q⊥
(2π)3
V (k⊥ − q⊥)/ℓΨab(q⊥)/ℓ, (B3)
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where the bound state wave function Ψab is given by
Ψab(q
⊥) = /ℓ
[
Λ¯(+)a(q
⊥Γab(q
⊥|P)Λ(−)b(q⊥)
ET −
√
P2 + iǫ +
Λ¯(−)a(q
⊥Γab(q
⊥|P)Λ(+)b(q⊥)
ET +
√
P2 − iǫ
]
/ℓ (B4)
ET = Ea+Eb means the sum of one-particle energies of the two particles (a) and (b ) defined
by (70) and the notation (69)
Λ¯(±)(q
⊥) = S−1(q⊥)Λ(±)(0)S(q
⊥) = Λ(±)(−q⊥) (B5)
has been introduced.
Acting with the operators (69) and (B5) on equation (B3) one gets the equations for the
wave function ψ in an arbitrary moving reference frame
(ET (k
⊥)∓
√
P2)Λ(ℓ)(±)a(k⊥)Ψab(k⊥)Λ(ℓ)(∓)b(−k⊥) =
= Λ
(ℓ)
(±)a(k
⊥)
∫
d3q⊥
(2π)3
V (k⊥ − q⊥)Ψab(q⊥)]Λ(ℓ)(∓)b(−k⊥). (B6)
All these equations (B3) and (B6) have been derived without any assumption about the
smallness of the relative momentum |k⊥| and for an arbitrary total momentum
Pµ = (
√
M2A + P2,P 6= 0) .
We expand the function Ψ on the projection operators
Ψ = Ψ+ +Ψ−, Ψ± = Λ
(ℓ)
± ΨΛ
(ℓ)
∓ . (B7)
According to Eq. (B4), Ψ satisfies the identities
Λ
(ℓ)
+ ΨΛ
(ℓ)
+ = Λ
(ℓ)
− ΨΛ
(ℓ)
− ≡ 0 , (B8)
which permit the determination of an unambiguous expansion of Ψ in terms of the Lorentz
structures:
Ψa,b± = S
−1
a
{
γ5La,b±(q
⊥) + (γµ − ℓµ 6 ℓ)Nµa,b±
}
Λ
(ℓ)
∓ (0)S
−1
b , (B9)
where L± = L1 ± L2, N± = N1 ±N2. In the rest frame ℓµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) we get
Nµ = (0, N i) ; N i(q) =
∑
a=1,2
Nα(q)e
i
α(q) + Σ(q)qˆ
i .
The wave functions L,Nα,Σ satisfy the following equations.
1. Pseudoscalar particles.
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ML
0
L2 (p) = E
0
L1 (p)−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p− q)(c−p c−q − ξs−p s−q )
0
L1 (q) ;
(B10)
ML
0
L1 (p) = E
0
L2 (p)−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p− q)(c+p c+q − ξs+p s+q )
0
L2 (q) .
Here, in all equations, we use the following definitions
E(p) = Ea(p) + Eb(p) , (B11)
c
±(p) = cos[υa(p)± υb(p)] , (B12)
s
±(p) = sin[υa(p)± υb(p)] , (B13)
ξ = pˆi · qˆi , (B14)
where Ea, Eb are one-particle energies and υa, υb are the Foldy-Wouthuysen angles of particles
(a,b) given by Eqs.(71) and (72).
2.Vector particles.
MN
0
N2
α = E
0
N1
α −
−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p− q){(c−p c−q δαβ + s−p s−q (δαβξ − ηαηβ))
0
N
β
1 +(η
α
c
−
p c
+
q )
0
Σ1} ;
(B15)
MN
0
N1
α = E
0
N2
α −
−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p− q){(c+p c+q δαβ + s+p s+q (δαβξ − ηαηβ))
0
N
β
2 +(η
α
c
+
p c
−
q )
0
Σ2} .
ηα = qˆieˆ
α
i (p) , η
α = pˆieˆ
α
i (q) , δ
αβ = eˆαi (q)eˆ
β
i (p) .
3. Scalar particles.
MΣ
0
Σ2 = E
0
Σ1 −
−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p− q){(ξc+p c+q + s+p s+q )
0
Σ1 +(η
β
c
−
p c
+
q )
0
N1
β} ;
(B16)
MΣ
0
Σ1 = E
0
Σ2 −
−
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (p− q){(ξc−p c−q + s−p s−q )
0
Σ2 +(η
β
c
+
p c
−
q )
0
N2
β
} .
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The normalization of these solutions is uniquely determined by equation (A16)
2Nc
ML
∫
d3q
(2π)3
{L1(q)L∗2(q) + L2(q)L∗1(q)} = 1 , (B17)
2Nc
MN
∫
d3q
(2π)3
{Nµ1 (q)Nµ∗2 (q) +Nµ2 (q)Nµ∗1 (q)} = 1 , (B18)
2Nc
MΣ
∫
d3q
(2π)3
{Σ1(q)Σ∗2(q) + Σ2(q)Σ∗1(q)} = 1 . (B19)
If the atom is at rest ( Pµ = (MA, 0, 0, 0) ) equation (B6) coincides with the Salpeter
equation [4]. If one assumes that the current mass m0 is much larger than the relative
momentum |q⊥|, then the coupled equations (B3) and (B6) turn into the Schro¨dinger
equation. In the rest frame ( P0 = MA) equation (70) for a large mass (m0/|q⊥| → ∞)
describes a nonrelativistic particle
Ea(k) =
√
(m0a)
2 + k2 ≃ m0a +
1
2
k2
m0a
,
tan 2υ =
k
m0
→ 0; S(k) ≃ 1; Λ(±) ≃ 1± γ0
2
.
Then, in equation (B6) only the state with positive energy remains
Ψ ≃ Ψ(+) = Λ(+)γ5
√
4µψSch, Λ(−)ψΛ(+) ≃ 0,
where µ = ma ·mb/(ma +mb). And finally the Schro¨dinger equation results in[
1
2µ
k−2 + (m0a +m
0
b −MA)
]
ψSch(k) =
∫
d3q
(2π)3
V (k− q)ψSch(q), (B20)
with the normalization
∫
d3q|ψSch|2/(2π)3 = 1.
For an arbitrary total momentum Pµ equation (B20) takes the form[
− 1
2µ
(k⊥ν )
−2 + (m0a +m
0
b −
√
P2)
]
ψSch(k
⊥) =
∫
d3q⊥
(2π)3
V (k⊥ − q⊥)ψSch(q⊥), (B21)
and describes a relativistic atom with nonrelativistic relative momentum |k⊥| ≪ m0a,b. In
the framework of such a derivation of the Schro¨dinger equation it is sufficient to define the
total coordinate as X = (x+ y)/2, independently of the magnitude of the masses of the two
particles forming an atom.
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